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Abstract9

This article reports a series of studies of judgments of satisfaction with salary, manipulating10

the distribution of salaries of others doing the same work. The experiments were designed11

to compare six theories of contextual effects in judgment, including adaptation level theory,12

correlation-regression theory, inferred distribution theory, decision by sampling, ensemble13

theory, and range-frequency theory. Manipulations of the frequency distribution using cubic14

density functions produces a double crossover of curves relating judgments to salaries; this15

double crossover violates implications of four of the theories but remains consistent with16

decision by sampling and range-frequency theories. Manipulation of the endpoints produces17

changes in the heights and slopes of the curves, which are not explained by decision by18

sampling and are partially inconsistent with ensemble theory. Ensemble theory implies no19

effect of the rank of a salary and assumes that endpoints only affect judgments of salaries20

on the same side of the mean, contrary to the results. Range-frequency theory implies that21

ratings of stimuli holding the same ranks in two contexts with differing endpoints should be22

linearly related, and the data appeared consistent with this implication. Inferred distribution23

theory assumes that rank is inferred from the mean and endpoints, so it fails to describe24

the double crossover. Range-frequency theory is the only theory that gives a consistent25

account of all of the results. Range-frequency theory can be extended in order to estimate26

the effective context, which appears to differ systematically between people according to27

their full-time incomes.28

Keywords: judgment of satisfaction, salary equity, range-frequency theory, ranking, con-29

text effects, ensemble theory.30
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1 Introduction32

Psychologists have long known that "absolute" judgments such as "tall" or "short", "hot"33

or "cold", "moral" or "immoral", or "happy" or "unhappy" are relative (Helson, 1947, 1964;34

Parducci, 1968; Slovic, 1995). Contextual effects occur not only in perception and judgment,35

but also affect other behaviors, including choice (Ronayne & Brown, 2017; Wollschlaeger &36

Diederich, 2020), cognitive effort (Otto & Vassena, 2021), equity (Mellers, 1982, 1986),37

learning (Hayes & Wedell, 2022, 2023), memory (Wedell, Hayes, & Kim, 2020), similarity38

(Yearsley, et al., 2022), and temporal discounting (Stevenson, 1992, 2019).39

Although one might argue that rational economic actors should care only about their40

own incomes, it has been reported that when people learn about the salaries earned by their41

peers, they can become dissatisfied with their job if they are paid less than the median of42

others in the same institution (Card, Mas, Moretti, & Saez, 2012). Boyce, Brown, and Moore43

(2010) concluded that it is the rank of one’s income that largely determines satisfaction with44

one’s salary (see also Brown, Gardner, Oswals, & Qian, 2008).45

Putnam-Farr and Morewedge (2021) reported a series of studies to investigate which46

social comparisons affect satisfaction with one’s salary. They argued against rank-based47

accounts and for an "ensemble" theory, which they described as follows: "A person making48

an above average salary would then compare her salary to the group mean and highest49

salary, for instance, whereas a person making a below average salary would compare his50

salary to the group mean and lowest salary.... our ensemble representation account implies51

that people should be insensitive to other properties of groups, ... such as their relative52

rank in the group." In one of their studies they failed to detect a significant effect of rank,53

which was interpreted as evidence in favor of the ensemble theory and not with rank-based54

theories such as decision by sampling (DbS), as in Stewart, Chater, and Brown (2006) or55

Boyce, Brown, and Moore (2010).56
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However, the studies of Putnam-Farr and Morewedge (2021) were not designed to provide57

a powerful test of the effects of rank as implied by DbS or by range-frequency (RF) theory58

(Parducci, 1965, 1968, 1995). One should not draw strong inferences from failure to reject59

the null hypothesis in a study not designed to provide a powerful, diagnostic test. The60

present study will provide such a powerful test.61

Wort, Walasek, & Brown (2022) commented on Putnam-Farr and Morewedge (2021)62

to caution that the effects of ranking had not been ruled out. They noted that Putnam-63

Farr and Morewedge (2021) did not take into account the substantial body of empirical64

research testing spacing and frequency effects in RF theory, which provide strong evidence65

of effects of ranking in related judgment domains. Indeed, because RF theory developed as66

an alternative to Adaptation-Level (AL) theory (Helson, 1964), and because one of the main67

ways to distinguish RF from AL theory was to manipulate frequency independent of the68

mean, a substantial body of evidence has been amassed to show significant effects of rank in69

many judgment tasks (Parducci, 1965, 1995; Parducci & Perrett, 1971; Birnbaum, 1974).70

To model the results of Putnam-Farr and Morewedge (2021), Wort, et al. (2022) proposed71

inferred distribution (ID) theory, in which people infer a normal distribution from the mean72

and endpoints of the salaries presented, and people are assumed to base their judgments on73

the ranks implied by that inferred distribution.74

The next sections provide a brief review of the relevant theories of contextual effects75

as they apply to the analysis of salary satisfaction. Following the introduction, we present76

results of a series of experiments to compare the ensemble theory with the predictions of77

earlier theories of contextual effects, finding that the ensemble theory can be rejected because78

there are significant effects of stimulus rank and of the endpoints, as implied by RF theory79

that are not compatible with ensemble theory or the model of inferred distribution (ID)80

theory proposed by Wort, et al. (2022).81

All six theories in the next section allow that judgments of satisfaction do not depend82
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solely on one’s salary but also on the amounts paid to others, but they differ in how the83

context affects judgments.84

1.1 Adaptation-Level Theory85

Helson (1947, 1964) proposed Adaptation-Level (AL) theory to provide a mathematical86

account of frame of reference effects in judgments. This theory predicted quantitatively the87

effects of the focal stimuli, anchors, background stimuli, and the residual context attributed88

to prior experience. The basic idea of AL theory is that all stimuli, past and present, real or89

imagined, pool to form the AL, which is a remembered representation of prior stimuli and90

which forms the frame of reference for judgment of new stimuli.91

The AL is theorized to be a weighted average of all of these stimuli. Each participant is92

assumed to bring in his or her prior context (aka "residual" context) that represents the par-93

ticipant’s memories of stimuli relevant to the task. For example, in a study of salaries, people94

are presumed to already have ideas about what salaries would be satisfying or unsatisfying.95

This theory was developed and tested initially with psychophysical stimuli, but many96

studies have shown that the principles apply to a broader domain of stimuli, tasks and97

judgments (Helson, 1964); Edwards (2018) reviews the legacy and extensions of AL theory98

in the field of behavioral economics.99

The AL is that stimulus whose subjective value equals the weighted average of the subjec-100

tive values of all of the relevant stimuli in the context. For psychophysical stimuli theorized101

to follow Fechner’s law, that subjective values are a logarithmic function of physical values,102

the AL is the antilog of the weighted average of the logs of the stimuli; therefore, AL is a103

weighted geometric mean of the physical stimuli. The stimulus that is called "average" is104

thus the average stimulus, and all other stimuli are judged in relation to it (Helson, 1947,105

1965; Birnbaum, 1974).106

Because a stimulus designated as an "anchor" is averaged with other stimuli to form107
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the AL (Helson, 1947), and because any averaging model is equivalent to an anchoring108

and adjustment model, the term "anchoring and adjustment" has been used (Tversky &109

Kahneman, 1974) to refer to a simplification of AL theory in which the residual context is110

ignored.1111

The importance of residual context has been demonstrated in a number of papers (Helson,112

1964), For example, Rethlingshafer and Hinckley (1963) asked people of different ages to113

judge how "old" or "young" people are. At what age is an adult neither young nor old but114

"middle" in age? According to the children tested (aged about 10), a middle aged person is115

36 on average; according to college-aged participants, middle is 41; and for an older group116

in their seventies, middle-age is about 49. Rethlingshafer and Hinckley were able to fit these117

values via AL theory, in which the AL is a weighted average of the ages of the participants118

combined with the values of the stimuli.2119

In this article, we examine one correlate of the residual context by examining the rela-120

tionship between judgments of satisfaction with specified salaries and participants’ incomes.121

1.2 Correlation-regression theory122

Johnson and Mullally (1969) proposed correlation-regression (CR) theory. In this theory,123

the standard deviation of the stimuli in a context and the mean of the stimuli determine how124

a stimulus relates to its context. Let µk and σk represent the mean and standard deviation125

of the subjective values of stimuli in context k; let s = u(x) represent the subjective value126

of stimulus x, where u(x) is the psychophysical function (utility function) of physical value.127

The formula for a standard score (z-score) is as follows:128

1The idea that anchors receive greater weight than other stimuli, sometimes called "insufficient adjust-
ment", was stated as principle No. 2 in Helson (1947, p. 28). Tversky and Kahneman (1974) did not
cite Helson, which led some authors to write that Tversky and Kahneman had proposed "anchoring and
insufficient adjustment" as an original theory.

2Although Rethlingshafer and Hinckley referred to participants’ ages as a type of "background" stimulus,
we prefer to use the terms "residual" or "prior" context for experiences that differ among participants, and
we reserve "background" for stimuli that are presented in the experiment but fixed in value.
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z =
s− µk

σk

(1)

where z, the standard score, describes the relationship between stimulus x and its context,129

represented by mean and standard deviation of subjective values. The key idea of this theory130

is that apart from error, people would choose a response such that that the standard score of131

the response relative to the response distribution matches the standard score of the stimulus132

relative to its distribution.133

When there are errors in perceptions or memories of the stimuli or in the assignment134

of responses to stimuli, there will be regression that can be described by the correlation135

coefficient between stimuli and responses. Indeed, the least-squares regression (prediction)136

formula states that the z score of the predicted response is the product of the correlation137

coefficient and the z score of the stimulus.138

This CR theory is more general than AL theory because the response to a stimulus139

depends on both the mean and the variance of stimuli in a context, whereas in AL theory,140

the response to a stimulus depends only on its relation to the AL.141

1.3 Inferred Distribution Theory142

Wort, et al. (2022) proposed that the memories of stimuli are sampled to infer a normal143

distribution, and the response to a stimulus depends on its rank in that inferred distribution144

(ID).145

The response to a stimulus is assumed to be a linear function of the rank of a stimulus146

in the normal distribution, where:147

rk = N [
s− µk

σk

] (2)

where N is the cumulative standard normal distribution function, rk is the rank of stimulus148
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s in Context k, as a cumulative probability on a scale from 0 to 1. The response is assumed149

to be a linear function of rk.150

This ID theory can be viewed as a modification of the decision by sampling (DbS) theory151

of Stewart, Chater, and Brown (2006), described in the next section, and it can also be152

interpreted as a modification of CR theory, because the ranking is a function of the standard153

score of the stimulus in its distribution. In DbS, the response to a stimulus is a function154

of the rank of a stimulus in the sampled distribution of the context, whereas in ID theory,155

the distribution is assumed to be normal and so the distribution can be summarized by156

the mean and standard deviation, which are inferred from the mean and endpoints of the157

sampled distribution.158

The theory differs from CR theory in that it assumes that responses are linearly related159

to rank, rather than linearly related to the standard score, but at the heart of ID theory is160

the same z score that appears in CR theory to express the relationship of a stimulus to its161

context.162

1.4 Decision by Sampling163

Stewart, et al. (2006) proposed Decision by Sampling (DbS), which is based on two main164

ideas: (1) When makimg judgments about stimuli, people sample from memory and rank165

the stimuli in the sample, and (2) when comparing two stimuli, people only compare stimuli166

an ordinal scale; that is, people can say which is more or better, for example, but cannot167

or do not relate them on a metric scale. In this theory, what has been labeled as a metric168

utility or psychophysical function is instead a relative ranking of the stimuli in the sampled169

context, which includes prior memories.170

Let k index the context, and suppose there are n stimuli in the sample. The stimuli are171

ranked from 1 (lowest or worst) to n (highest or best), where rxk is the absolute rank of172

stimulus x in Context k, then the relative rank of stimulus x is given as follows:173
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Fk(x) =
rxk − 1

n− 1
(3)

where Fk(x) is the relative rank value of x in Context k, which ranges from 0 to 1. According174

to DbS theory, a person’s satisfaction with salary depends only on the relative rank of the175

salary in the sampled distribution (Brown, Gardner, Oswald, & Qian, 2008). The rating is176

assumed to be linearly related to this relative rank value; for example, on a 7 point scale, it177

would be 6Fk(x) + 1.178

This DbS theory does not assume a normal distribution as in ID theory, so it is more179

general than ID theory in this regard; however, DbS does not explicitly account for experi-180

mental manipulations of the endpoints, which ID can accommodate via their assumed effects181

on the inferred value of σ.182

1.5 Ensemble Theory183

Putnamn-Farr and Morewedge (2021) proposed ensemble (EN) theory, which assumes that184

people summarize a contextual distribution by the statistics of mean and endpoints, and185

that the upper endpoint is applicable when the stimulus exceeds the mean whereas the lower186

endpoint is applicable when the stimulus falls below the mean.187

Putnamn-Farr and Morewedge (2021) did not state EN theory as a mathematical model.188

To express their ideas mathematically, we combined their statements about the theorized189

effects of mean and endpoints with some assumptions that seem implicit in their presentation.190

We assumed that judgments should be a monotonically increasing function of salary, that191

the response will be at the middle of the scale when salary is equal to the mean, that it will192

be minimal and maximal when equal to the lower and upper endpoints, respectively, and193

that each segment of the function is linear. The following equations then express these ideas:194
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195

ek =


(s− µk)/(smk − µk), if s > µk

(s− µk)/(µk − s0k), if s ≤ µk

(4)

where ek is the ensemble value of stimulus x in Context k having a subjective value of196

s = u(x); s0k and smk are the minimum and maximum in the context; and the final rating197

is assumed to be a linear function of ek. For example, on a 7 point scale, the response is198

assumed to be 3ek + 4 because ek ranges from −1 to 1; in this case, the response would be199

1 when s is the minimum, it would be 7 when the the stimulus is maximal, and it would be200

4 when equal to the mean.3201

1.6 Range-Frequency Theory202

Range-Frequency (RF) theory (Parducci, 1965, 1968, 1995) was proposed as an alternative203

to Helson’s AL theory. In RF theory, the context is represented as a probability distribution204

rather than as a single value, as in AL. Although the theories differed in how context affects205

judgments, Parducci (1995, Chapter 3) retained and elaborated Helson’s conception of the206

context as a combination of residual, background, and experimental stimuli. RF theory207

was developed to understand human happiness, but RF theory has been tested mostly with208

psychophysical stimuli because of the better control over context available with such stimuli209

compared to social or hedonic stimuli where people might bring vastly different contexts to210

the experiment. But studies with social, moral, and hedonic stimuli have been consistent211

with findings with psychophysical stimuli (Helson, 1964; Parducci, 1968, 1995; Birnbaum,212

1982; Mellers & Birnbaum, 1983; Wedell & Parducci, 1988; Tripp & Brown, 2016).213

Whereas in Helson’s AL theory, the effects of all stimuli pool to form a single value,214

3Other representations might be possible for an ensemble of mean and endpoints, but Expression 4 seemed
the most plausible of those we considered. An alternative assumption that comparisons of salary with the
mean and appropriate endpoint have additive contributions easily leads to responses that are not a monotonic
function of salary.
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the AL (average), in RF theory, the effects of experimental manipulations and experience215

combine to produce a distribution, and judgments are represented as a compromise between216

how each stimulus compares to the cumulative frequency (rank) and the position of that217

stimulus relative to the endpoints of the distribution (range).218

For this paper, a special case of Parducci’s (1965, 1995) RF theory will be presented219

for judgments of satisfaction with one’s salary. More general statements of RF theory are220

available in Birnbaum (1974, 1982), Mellers and Birnbaum (1982), and Wedell, Hayes, and221

Kim (2020).222

Range-frequency theory posits that one’s happiness with a salary depends in part on a223

context-independent utility function and in part on the context for judgment. In RF theory,224

context can be thought of as a mental representation of a distribution of salaries that form the225

frame of reference for judgment. This distribution depends on the participant’s experiences,226

real or vicarious that represent what other people earn or might earn.227

Thus, the effective context for judging salary satisfaction is an aggregation that depends228

on the residual (prior) context that a participant brings to the lab, background factors229

produced by the experimental materials in a given study, and the distribution of salaries230

earned by others who do the same work and are equally deserving in Context k. The context231

provided by the experimenter in a study thus combines with the participant’s prior context232

to form a new distribution that is the effective context for judgment.233

Factors that affect the residual context and thus the effective context might include a234

participant’s own income, the salaries of one’s friends and family, and vicarious experiences235

from media and other sources of information about salaries. For example, a person who236

earns $150,000 per year and associates with others earning the similar values would likely237

judge a salary of $50,000 per year to be unsatisfying, whereas a person who is currently238

earning $30,000 per year might consider $50,000 to be very satisfying.239

For simplicity, predictions of RF theory will be initially calculated as if the context240
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for judgment is produced entirely by the stimuli presented within the experiment, ignoring241

individual residual contexts outside the lab, but a method for using RF theory to estimate the242

effective context, reflecting prior context, will be presented in a later section. Therefore, the243

next sections assumes that prior context can be ignored, and the predictions are calculated244

as if these were judgments of abstract numbers, as in Birnbaum (1974). In addition, the245

context-free psychophysical function for salary, u(x), will be assumed to be linear to further246

simplify the presentation.4247

Let x0k and xmk represent the minimum and maximum salaries presented in Context k,248

and let Fk(x) = the cumulative probability (relative rank) of x in Context k; by definition,249

Fk(x0k) = 0 and Fk(xmk) = 1.250

Range-frequency theory posits that judgments are a compromise between two systems of251

judgment: the range principle, which transforms judgments linearly relative to u(x) and the252

endpoints of the distribution, and the frequency principle, which evaluates stimuli relative253

to their cumulative probabilities (relative ranks).5254

1.6.1 The Range Principle255

Let Hk(x) be the range value of salary x in Context k, which is defined as follows:256

Hk(x) =
u(x)− u(x0k)

u(xmk)− u(x0k)
(5)

where u(x) is the utility function for salary. Hk(x) will range from 0 to 1, as x ranges from257

x0k to xmk.258

4Birnbaum(1974) showed how one can estimate the u(x) function using RF theory from empirical data.
5In Parducci’s (1965) theory, the frequency principle is equivalent to a tendency to use the response

categories with equal frequency; that is, a tendency to assign an equal number of stimuli to each category.
In Birnbaum’s (1974, p. 94-95) more general extension of RF theory, the judge may have another target
distribution of responses besides the uniform distribution; for example, when assigning grades, a teacher
might have tendencies to grant fewer A than B or C grades, and to assign fewer D and F than B and C.
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1.6.2 The Frequency Principle259

The frequency value of salary x in Context k is Fk(x). When n stimuli have been ranked by260

successive integers from the lowest, r0k = 1 to the highest rmk = n, and rxk is the rank of261

salary x in Context k, Fk(x) is given by the following:262

Fk(x) =
rxk − 1

n− 1
(6)

The frequency value also ranges from 0 to 1.263

1.6.3 Range-frequency Compromise264

The range-frequency compromise is an average between the position of a stimulus relative265

to the range and relative to the frequency (ranking) of the stimuli.266

RFk(x) = (1− w)Hk(x) + wFk(x) (7)

where w is the weight of the frequency principle.6267

1.6.4 Response Scale268

The transformation from the subjective range-frequency value, RF , to the overt response, R,269

will depend on the subjective values of response values, the spacing and frequency of example270

responses, the number of categories, and on the psychophysics of the response mechanism271

(Birnbaum, 1982; Parducci, 1982). In psychophysical studies, participants are sometimes272

6Parducci (1982) and Wedell and Parducci (1988) examined factors that affect the relative weighting of
the range and frequency principles. Tripp and Brown (2016) fit individual participant data for conditions
with fixed endpoints and found that most people had weights between 0 and 1, compromising range and
frequency principles, but a few people could be fit with weights of 0 or 1. Hayes and Wedell (2023) summarize
studies showing w is about 0.5. In Decision by Sampling (DbS) theory (Stewart, Chater, & Brown, 2006),
it is argued that only the ranking term is needed. The distinction between RF theory and DbS theory will
be further explored in Experiment 2 of the present article.
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instructed to assign the lowest response to the smallest value and the highest response to273

the highest stimulus (sometimes these stimuli are called "end anchors"), and it is often274

assumed that a uniform distribution of one-digit integers are equally spaced. Let R0 and Rm275

represent the minimum and maximum response on an equally spaced rating scale.7 With276

these simplifying assumptions:277

Rk(x) = (Rm −R0)RFk(x) +R0 (8)

where Rk(x) is the predicted rating of salary x on an equal interval scale from R0 to Rm in278

Context k.279

1.6.5 Estimating the Effective Context via RF Theory280

In RF theory, the effective context is not represented by a single number, as it is in AL theory,281

but instead by a probability distribution that combines the effects of the experimental stimuli282

with the person’s prior experience. The third section of results in Experiment 1 (Section283

2.3.3) introduces a method (that to the best of our knowledge is new) for estimating the284

effective contexts for groups of people who might reasonably be theorized to have different285

prior contexts.286

Just as people of different ages might be anticipated to have different contexts for judging287

whether a person is young or old (Rethlingshafer & Hinckley, 1963), it seems reasonable that288

people who have different incomes would have different contexts for judging satisfaction with289

hypothetical full-time salaries. Therefore, we will examine judgments of salary satisfaction290

by people who work full time and have different levels of income. The method assumes291

RF theory and estimates the effective distribution for each income group as the frequency292

distribution that reconciles RF theory with their data.293

7Methods for testing if ratings are equally spaced, and for analysis when responses are only assumed to
be monotonic are discussed in Birnbaum (1974, 1982).
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Table 1: Theories of Contextual Effects

Abbrev Theory Relativity Factor

AL Adaptation Level s− µk

CR Correlation-Regression (s− µk)/σk

ID Inferred Distribution N [(s− µk)/σk]

EN Ensemble, s > µk (s− µk)/(smk − µk)

Ensemble, s ≤ µk (s− µk)/(µk − s0k)

DbS Decision by Sampling Fk(s)

RF Range-Frequency wFk(s) + (1− w)(s− s0k)/(smk − s0k)

1.7 Summary of Theories294

Table 1 presents a summary of the theories of contextual effects, including their abbreviations295

along with expressions that express the key idea of each theory. All of the theories allow296

a psychophysical function, s = u(x). The mean and standard deviation of the subjective297

values in Context k are µk and σk, respectively; mimimum and maximum in Context k are298

s0k and smk, respectively.299

2 Experiment 1: Frequency/Ranking300

2.1 Predictions for Experiment 1301

In Experiment 1, we employ two distributions of salary in which there were 7 common levels302

of salary: $40K, $42K, $44K, $46K, $48K, $50K, and $52K (where K indicates thousands303

of USD). In Condition C1, there were 5 additional contextual stimuli with values between304

$40K and $42K and 10 additional between $46K and $50K; whereas in Condition C2 there305

were 10 contextual stimuli between $42K and $46K and 5 between $50K and $52K. These306
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were based on the cubic distributions used by Birnbaum (1974) in a study of judgments of307

the magnitudes of numbers.308

Predictions of the simplified RF theory are shown in Figure 1; they are calculated on309

a 7-point rating scale, as used in Putnam-Farr and Morewedge (2021) and in the present310

studies. Predictions are plotted in Figure 1 as a function of salary, with a separate curve for311

each context. RF theory implies that for these distributions, the curves should cross twice,312

at $44K and $48K.313

Unlike RF theory or DbS, EN theory implies that rank of a stimulus has no effect and314

that endpoints only influence judgments on the same side of the mean.8 Thus, EN theory315

cannot imply curves that cross twice. The implication of a double crossover in RF theory316

will be tested for judgments of salary satisfaction in Experiment 1.317

Four theories, AL, CR, ID, and EN, cannot imply that curves can cross both above and318

below the mean. Further, because the mean of the stimuli in C1 ($45.7K) is slightly lower319

than the mean in C2 ($46.3K), the judgment of $46K should be equal or higher in C1 than320

in C2 according to AL, CR, EN, or ID, which is opposite of the prediction of RF and DbS.321

RF and DbS imply that the rating of $46K should be higher in C2, due to the higher ranking322

of $46K in C2 relative to C1. Thus, these cubic distributions provide a test of the effects of323

ranking and distinguish RF and DbS theories, which can imply the double crossover, from324

the other four theories.325

2.2 Method326

The participants read a list of salaries received by people doing the same job and judged327

how happy or unhappy they would be to receive each of those salaries. There were two328

between-subject conditions using different distributions of salaries, to which participants329

8Putnam-Farr and Morewedge (2021) reported that the effect of rank was not significant, nor was the
effect of the maximum on judgments of salary below the mean; however, failure to find statistical significance
does not prove the null hypotheses.
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Figure 1: Predicted judgments based on simplified Range-Frequency theory for two cubic
contextual distributions of Experiment 1; Condition C1, shown with open circles and dashed
curve, has 5 additional contextual stimuli between $40 and $42K and 10 between $46K and
$50K; Condition C2 is shown with filled squares and solid curve and had contextual values
between $42K and $46K and between $50K and $52K.

were randomly assigned. This study was not preregistered.330

2.2.1 Instructions and Procedure331

The instructions read (in part) as follows: "This is a study of satisfaction with salary and332

how it depends on comparisons of salary with salaries paid to others working in the same333

job.334
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"Imagine that you have worked for a company for 2 years and you learn for the first time335

that not everyone doing the same work is paid the same. You find a list of 22 people who336

are doing the same work and have been evaluated as equally qualified and productive....337

"Your task is to rate how dissatisfied or satisfied, how happy or unhappy, you would be338

if you received each of those salaries, now that you know what other people are getting who339

are doing the same work. Please make your ratings on the 7 point scale ...to indicate how340

satisfied or dissatisfied you would feel about your salary: "341

The experiment was conducted online. Those who volunteered to participate clicked a342

link, which randomly assigned them to one of two conditions. Complete instructions and343

materials for the conditions can be found at the following URLs:344

https://konstanzworkshop.neocities.org/Salary22/salary_c1xy66a.htm345

and https://konstanzworkshop.neocities.org/Salary22/salary_c2xy66a.htm346

Participants were asked to read the list of salaries and to imagine how they would feel347

if they received each of the salaries. The list was then presented a second time, with the348

request to rate how happy or unhappy they would be to receive each salary, which they did349

by clicking on a seven button response scale, labeled from 1 = "Not at all Happy" to 7 =350

"Extremely Happy."351

2.2.2 Stimuli and Design352

Conditions C1 and C2 resemble two cubic distributions used by Birnbaum (1974), except353

there were only 22 values used here instead of 46. Condition 1: $40K, $40.2K, $40.4K,354

$40.5K, $40.6K, $40.7K, $42K, $44K, $46K, $47.1K, $47.2K, $47.5K, $47.7K, $47.8K, $48K,355

$48.1K, $48.4K, $48.5K, $48.8K, $49K, $50K, $52K.356

Condition 2: $40K, $42K, $43K, $43.4K, $43.6K, $43.8K, $43.9K, $44K, $44.1K, $44.3K,357

$44.4K, $44.6K, $45K, $46K, $48K, $50K, $51K, $51.5K, $51.7K, $51.8K, $51.9K, $52K.358

Note that there are 7 values common to both distributions: $40K, $42K, $44K, $46K,359
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$48K, $50K, and $52K. Salaries were displayed in American style; e.g., $40.2K was displayed360

as $40,200.361

The questionnaire also requested participant’s gender, age, highest level of education,362

nationality, total hours per week worked for pay, and yearly income, rounded to the nearest363

thousand USD.364

2.2.3 Participants365

There were 325 participants who were recruited via /r/SampleSize subreddit (URL = https:366

//www.reddit.com/r/SampleSize/) and Twitter (URL = https://www.twitter.com). There367

were 164 and 161 in Conditions 1 and 2, respectively. Of the 318 who indicated gender, 166368

responded male (52%). Age ranged from 18 to 61, with 39% aged 30 or older, and 18% were369

22 or younger; 68% reported holding bachelor’s degrees, including 7% with doctorates.370

Of the 325 participants, 313 provided income information, reporting a median of $45K371

per year, with 135 earning $40K or less. There were 191 who worked 38-42 hours per week,372

with median and mean incomes of $57K and $73.8K USD.373

2.3 Results374

Some participants with high incomes rated all of the hypothetical salaries of the study as375

"1", whereas others with lower incomes rated all of the salaries as "7"; such data are not376

diagnostic among theories of contextual effects and would be considered "unusual" in a study377

with psychophysical stimuli. There were 104 (of 325) participants who either gave the same378

response to all salaries, who preferred a middle-level salary to both the highest or lowest, or379

who showed another unusual pattern; these unusual data were analyzed separately and are380

described in the section after next; the unusual data are included in the section following the381

next, which analyzed judgments in relation to incomes. Excluding the unusual data, there382

were 221 remaining participants who formed the "main" groups of 100 and 121 in C1 and383
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Figure 2: Mean judgments of satisfaction for the main groups of participants in the two
conditions of Experiment 1, plotted as a function of Salary. Condition C1 is shown with
open circles and dashed curve; Condition C2 is shown with filled squares and solid curves.

C2, respectively, whose results are described in the next section.384

2.3.1 Experimental Context Effects385

Figure 2 shows mean judgments of salary satisfaction for the main groups of participants as386

a function of salary, with a separate curve for each experimental context condition, for the387

seven levels of salary common to both conditions. Recall that of the 22 stimuli in Condition388

C1 (unfilled circles in Figure 3), there were five extra stimuli between $40K and $42K, and389

ten extra between $46K and $50K; whereas in Condition C2 (filled squares), there were390
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ten extra between $42K and $46K and five between $50K and $52K. Consistent with the391

frequency principle of RF theory or the ranking principle of DbS, the empirical curves are392

steeper in regions that have a greater density of stimuli. The empirical curves cross twice,393

near $44K and $48K, corresponding to the predicted crossovers of the simplified RF theory394

in Figure 1. Standard errors of the means in Figure 2 range from 0.11 to 0.16, roughly the395

size of the markers in the figure.396

These results show significant effects of the ranking of the stimuli. The differences in397

mean judgments (C1 − C2) are significant (p < 0.01) for Salaries of $42K, $46K, and $50K,398

t(219) = 2.65,−2.49, and 4.10, respectively, with signs consistent with RF predictions in399

Figure 1.400

Note that the mean judgment of $46K in Condition C2 is higher than that in Condition401

C1. A Salary of $46K is 14th (from the bottom) in C2 and only 9th in C1. However,402

the means of salaries presented are $46.4K in C2 and only $45.7K in C1. If people judged403

salaries in comparison with the mean, as in AL, CR, ID, or EN theories, they would give404

equal or lower responses to $46K in C2 than C1. Instead, the results show that ratings are405

significantly higher in C2 where the relative rank is higher (despite the higher mean salary),406

contradicting the predictions of those four theories, but consistent with RF or DbS theories.407

The double crossover in Figure 2 contradicts the EN theory that judgments are a function408

of mean and endpoints and independent of rank. Nor is such a double crossover compatible409

with any fixed function of mean and standard deviation, as in AL, CR or ID. Instead, ratings410

depend on the cumulative frequency distribution (i.e., ranking), consistent with RF and DbS411

theories.412

2.3.2 Analysis of Unusual Data413

There were 104 sets of "unusual" data; most of these (57 people) gave the same response414

to all of the salaries listed, including 34 who rated all salaries as "1" and 14 who rated all415
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as "7". Some of those who assigned all "1" wrote comments that one could not live on416

such low salaries, and others who gave all "7" wrote that all of these same salaries were417

unbelievably high. From the perspective of AL or RF theories, such responses indicate that418

participants brought in very different prior contexts that overwhelmed the context provided419

by the stimuli used in the experiment. Some comments, however, expressed another reason420

one might respond all "1": some wrote that they would be unhappy to work where equally421

deserving people were paid unequally. Participants were not asked to evaluate "fairness"422

but salary equity (Birnbaum, 1983; Mellers, 1982, 1986) and salary satisfaction are no doubt423

related.424

There were 34 people who had data patterns in which all salaries except the highest were425

evaluated as "1" and the highest was given another rating. The most common (14 people)426

was to assign "2" to the highest salary. Such patterns could occur in RF or DbS theories427

from a prior distribution in which the lowest salaries of the experiment were rare and below428

all experience in the prior context. This data pattern might also be compatible with the429

idea, expressed in a couple of comments, that it would be intolerable to be paid anything430

less than the highest amount the employer was willing to pay for the same work.431

There were 13 people who gave higher ratings to salaries in the middle of the range432

than to the highest or lowest salaries. Presumably, these people would be unhappy to433

be the one receiving the highest salary when workers are not paid equally, as if they might434

become targets of jealousy or suspected of having done something improper to receive special435

treatment.436

Although participants were randomly assigned to conditions, it was the case that among437

those working full time, there were 10 more in C1 than C2 who had salaries less than $55438

thousand and 9 fewer in C1 who had incomes greater than that value. Possibly related439

to this difference, there were 64 and 40 people in Conditions C1 and C2 who displayed440

one of the unusual data patterns respectively, an unanticipated significant difference, Yates’441
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Figure 3: Mean judgments of satisfaction as a function of salary, for participants who worked
full time, with separate curves for each level of reported income (Inc). Data are averaged
over Conditions C1 and C2. Mean judgments by those who reported incomes below $40K
per year (Inc < $40K) are shown as open circles. Mean judgments by individuals who had
full-time incomes from $40K to $52K, between $52K and $85K, and above $85K per year are
shown as filled squares, open triangles, and filled diamonds, respectively. The curves show
predicted values calculated from RF theory with the assumption that the effective context
can be approximated by a beta distribution.

χ2(1) = 6.87, p < 0.01.442

2.3.3 Residual Context Effects443

The residual context refers to the distribution of prior experiences that a participant brings444

to the experiment and which is not under experimental control. The effective context is (in445
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theory) a combination of the residual context and the immediate context provided by the446

stimuli and background of the experiment. Among factors that are likely correlated with a447

person’s residual context in a study of satisfaction with salaries would be the individual’s448

income.449

To examine the relationships between income and judgments, we divided data for the450

191 participants who reported working full time (38-42 hours per week) into four groups451

according to self-reported income. This analysis includes both main and unusual data and452

combines across experimental contexts. There were 48, 36, 48, and 59 individuals who had453

incomes less than $40K, $40K to $52K, between $52K and $85K, and $85K and above,454

respectively.455

Figure 3 shows mean judgments of satisfaction for these income groups as a function of456

salary: unfilled circles show judgments for those with lowest incomes; filled squares are for457

incomes from $40K to $52K; unfilled triangles and filled diamonds show results for those458

with two highest ranges of income. Figure 3 shows that people earning more than $52K rate459

salaries from $40K to $52K lower than do those who earn $52K or less.9460

The mean judgments in Figure 3 were fitted using a variant of the simplified RF theory,461

modified by the assumption that the average effective context is distributed as a beta distri-462

bution with endpoints and shape parameters that depend on a group’s income level. It was463

assumed that u(x) = x, w = 0.5, and that the rating scale was uniform and equally spaced464

from 1 to 7. The data were fit to the equation:465

Pg(x) = 6[w
(x− y0g)

(ymg − y0g)
+ (1− w)B(x, αg, βg, y0g, ymg)] + 1 (9)

9Incomes derived from part-time or temporary work seem less relevant to a person’s context for judging
satisfaction with full-time salaries. For example, a Computer Science major who is working 10 hours/week
as an assistant on campus may have a context based more on the salaries of friends who have taken computer
science jobs than based on the wages of a part-time assistant. Nevertheless, we found similar, but smaller
magnitude relationships to Figure 3 for part-timers: part-timers earning less judged a given salary as more
satisfying on average than those earning more.
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where Pg(x) is the predicted mean judgment of salary x by income Group g; B() is the466

cumulative Beta distribution; αg and βg are the estimated shape parameters for Beta distri-467

bution in Group g; y0g and ymg are the estimated minimum and maximum in the effective468

context for Group g; that is, these are the stimuli that would have been judged 1 and 7,469

respectively.10
470

For groups with lowest to highest incomes, respectively, least-squares estimated minima471

were $26.94, $35.31, $39.89, and $39.35 thousand; estimated maxima were $58.28, $56.77,472

$67.32, and $69.15 thousand, respectively. The estimated shape parameters for the Beta473

distribution were (α, β) = (5.99, 3.72), (6.91, 3.67), (4.20, 5.53), and (4.25, 5.18), respectively.474

These are single-peaked distributions that shift to the right as income increases, as one might475

expect. Summed over all four curves, the sum of squared deviations was 0.124. Figure 3476

shows that the predictions (curves) provide a reasonable approximation to average judgments477

(markers).478

In this curve fitting, the estimated "effective" minima and maxima are now estimated479

parameters (instead of the actual minima and maxima controlled by the experimenter),480

and so they can fall outside the actual range of the stimuli used in the experiment. Their481

estimation depends crucially on the assumed beta distribution used to extrapolate to their482

values. Therefore, although this fitting method gives a good reproduction to these data483

and we think that these estimated parameters could be used to predict new results on the484

same range for the same income groups, we suggest caution in extrapolating its predictions485

outside the range of salaries actually used in the study. Nevertheless, we think it might be486

informative to compare estimates of the effective context using this method against other487

procedures for eliciting participants’ contexts directly.488

10The beta distribution is a fairly flexible distribution on a fixed interval that can take on a variety of
shapes, depending on just two shape parameters, α and β.
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2.4 Discussion of Experiment 1489

The data for the main group show that ratings as functions of salary can cross twice for490

contexts that differ in their frequency distributions. The results show that people do not491

simply evaluate salaries relative to the mean, as one might expect from the perspective of492

AL theory. Nor do the data agree with the theory that judgments are a fixed function of493

the mean and standard deviation or mean and endpoints of the distribution, as in CR, ID,494

or EN theories. Instead, the double crossover shows that ratings reflect the ranking of the495

stimuli as predicted by the frequency principle of RF theory (Figure 1) and DbS.496

The data for the main group are reasonably compatible with previous judgments of the497

magnitude of numbers with similar cubic distributions (Birnbaum, 1974), which were also are498

well-described by RF theory. However, the overall data also show three systematic differences499

between the data and the predictions of simplified RF model: First, many people showed500

patterns that would have been unusual in psychophysical studies. Some of these unusual501

patterns might be compatible with RF theory, assuming that people bring individual, residual502

contexts for salaries into the lab, which for these participants overwhelm the experimental503

manipulations. However, some people may also judge satisfaction as related to concepts of504

fairness and equity.505

Second, whereas predictions in Figure 1 range from 1 to 7, mean judgments in Figure 2506

range from 1.6 to 5.6. Besides regression one might expect with error-filled empirical data,507

the reduced range of responses is consistent with the theory that people in the main group508

are reserving more extreme responses for more extreme salaries, presumably experienced in509

their prior contexts. Consistent with this idea, those who reported higher full time incomes510

are inferred by RF theory to have higher endpoints in their effective contexts.511

Third, the ratings in Figures 2 and 3 show a positively accelerated trend relative to512

objective salary levels. If it is assumed that the context-free utility function for salaries, u(x),513

is negatively accelerated (as is often supposed) or even linear, RF theory would interpret this514
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positive acceleration to imply that the salaries used in the present study fell in the left tail515

of the effective contexts for many of the participants. Indeed, the majority of participants516

who reported working full time reported higher incomes than $52, the highest salary used in517

this study.518

In sum, Experiment 1 shows that manipulation of the frequency has significant effects that519

refute the implications of AL, CR, ID, and EN theories. Those theories assume that ranking520

has no effect on the judgments beyond what is inferred from mean, standard deviations,521

or endpoints. Experiment 1 also shows the importance of individual differences in prior522

contexts that participants bring to the study. In Experiment 2, we manipulate the endpoints523

to evaluate and compare the theories’ implications for this manipulation.524

3 Experiment 2: Range Effects525

Without additional modifications (such as those in ID theory), DbS implies no effect of the526

endpoints, holding rank constant. RF theory in contrast, implies that each endpoint affects527

judgments of all salaries.528

Figure 4 shows predictions of the simplified RF model for the design of Experiment529

2, which used 4 between-subjects contexts in which both lower and upper endpoints were530

varied. The lowest salary was either $26K or $40K and the highest salary was either $52K531

or $70K. There were 13 values ranging from $42K to $50K that were common to all four532

range contexts and which held the same ranks in all contexts.533

The simplified RF predictions in Figure 4 ignore background and residual contexts, as-534

sume that s = u(x) = x, w = 0.5, and that the rating scale is linear. Circles (filled or535

unfilled) connected by dashed lines show predicted judgments for the common values when536

the maximum salary was $52K; Squares connected by solid lines show predicted judgments537

for maximum of $70K. Unfilled and filled markers indicate predictions when minimum salary538
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Figure 4: Predictions of simplified RF theory for manipulation of the lower and upper
endpoints, for the 13 salaries common to all four range conditions. Conditions are labeled
by the lower and upper endpoints of their ranges; for example, R2670 had lowest and highest
salaries of $26K and $70K, respectively.

was $26K or $40K, respectively.539

The two curves in Figure 4 with filled markers show the effect of varying the upper540

endpoint, holding the minimum salary at $40K. The two curves with unfilled markers show541

the predicted effect of the upper endpoint when minimal salary was $26K. Note that these542

pairs of curves diverge to the right, meaning that the predicted effect of changing the upper543

endpoint (the vertical gap between the curves) will be greater for salaries above the mean544

than for those below the mean. This implication of RF theory is distinct from the prediction545
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of EN theory, which implies that there should be no effect of the upper endpoint for judgments546

of salaries below the mean.547

The two dashed curves connecting circles show the effect of varying the lower endpoint,548

holding the upper endpoint fixed at $52K. The two solid curves connecting squares show the549

same effect when maximum salary is $70K. Note that these pairs of curves converge to the550

right, meaning that the predicted effect of changing the lower endpoint is greater for salaries551

below the mean than above.552

Although the predictions in Figure 4 are for a simplified RF model in which s = u(x) = x,553

Birnbaum (1974, p. 95) showed that for any u(x) function, ratings of stimuli holding the554

same ranks in contexts differing in endpoints should be linearly related across contexts.555

Birnbaum (1974) noted that previous tests of the range principle in RF theory had not held556

the ranks constant; as far as we are aware, this study is the first pure test of this linearity557

implication of RF theory when endpoints are varied with ranks held fixed.558

In contrast with RF theory, EN theory implies that ratings will not be linearly related559

between contexts over the entire range, because the upper endpoint should affect only judg-560

ments above the mean and the lower endpoint should affect only judgments below the561

mean. For Condition R2652 in Figure 4, when the endpoints are $26K and $52K (Con-562

text 1), assuming s = u(x) = x, the mean is $44.72K, so Equation 4 implies, for x <563

$44.72, e1 = (x − 44.72)/(44.72 − 26) and for x > $44.72, e1 = (x − 44.72)/(52 − 44.72).564

Context 2 (R4070) has endpoints of $40 and $70; in this context, the mean is $47.57, so565

Equation 4 implies for x < $47.57, e2 = (x − 47.57)/(47.57 − 40) and for x > $47.57,566

e2 = (x − 47.57)/(70 − 47.57). It follows that for x < $44.72, e2 = 2.47e1 − 0.38 and for x567

> $47.57, e2 = 0.32e1 − 0.13. Note that the slopes for these two sub-segments of the range568

differ by a factor of almost eight to one, so EN implies that judgments in Context 2 (R4070)569

should be concave downwards relative to Context 1 (R2652).570

The theories of CR and ID allow slopes and heights of the curves to depend on the means571
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and standard deviations, which are affected by manipulation of the endpoints in this design.572

These theories can thus accommodate, at least qualitatively, effects of these manipulations.573

Assuming s = u(x) = x and using objective means and standard deviations, the predictions574

of CR and ID are similar to those of RF in Figure 4, except these theories imply that the575

curve for R4052, with µ = 46.01 and σ = 3.67, should cross all three of the other curves and576

have the lowest response for the three salaries below $44K and the highest response for the577

three salaries above $48. In addition, the ID theory implies that judgments in R2670 should578

be nonlinearly related to those in R4052, with an S-shape induced by the cumulative normal579

applied across two differing ranges.580

The theory of DbS (Stewart, et al., 2006; Boyce, Brown, & Moore, 2010) implies endpoints581

of the stimuli in the experiment should have no effect on judgments of those stimuli that582

maintain the same ranks. AL theory allows main effects due to changes in the means but it583

implies no interactive effects of the endpoints, so the slopes cannot change and the curves584

cannot cross.585

3.1 Method586

The task, materials, instructions, and rating scale were similar to those of Experiment 1:587

Participants rated how satisfied they would be with a salary, given a list of 19 people who588

were doing the same job and evaluated as equally experienced, qualified and productive. This589

study was not preregistered. Complete instructions and materials are available via the fol-590

lowing URL: https://konstanzworkshop.neocities.org/CSUF22/index.htm. From this page,591

participants clicked a link that randomly assigned them to one of four conditions, including592

for example, the condition at the following link: https://konstanzworkshop.neocities.org/593

Salary22/salary_r2652.htm594
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3.1.1 Design595

The design was a between-subjects, 2 × 2 × 13, Lowest Salary by Highest Salary by Common596

Salary, factorial design, with subjects nested in the 2 × 2 = 4 Range conditions of Lowest597

by Highest Salary. The 2 levels of Lowest Salary were $26K or $40K; the 2 levels of Highest598

Salary were $52K or $70K.599

There were 13 Salaries common to all four Range conditions which held the same ranks600

in all conditions: $42K, $42.6K, $43.2K, $44K, $44.5K, $45K, $46K, $46.1K, $47.8K, $48K,601

$48.8K, $49.4K, and $50K.602

There were six additional contextual stimuli to establish ranges that differed for each603

condition added to the 13 common levels, making a total of 19 salaries per condition. The604

four Range conditions are named by the lowest and highest salaries:605

Condition R2652 had contextual levels of $26K, $32K, $40K, . . ., $50.5K, $51.7K, and606

$52K.607

Condition R2670: $26K, $32K, $40K, . . ., $52K, $62K, or $70K.608

Condition R4052: $40K, $41K, $41.5K, . . ., $50.5K, $51.7K, and $52K.609

Condition R4070: $40K, $41K, $41.5K, . . ., $52K, $62K, and $70K. Note that the 13610

common salaries, indicated by ". . .," are nested in each range and held the same ranks in all611

conditions.612

3.1.2 Procedure613

Participants were instructed to imagine themselves as a company employee. They read a614

list of salaries of 19 people doing the same work who are equally experienced, qualified615

and productive. Participants were then instructed to rate how dissatisfied or satisfied they616

would be if they received each of those salaries after learning what others are paid for doing617

the same work. Ratings were made on a 7-points scale from 1 = Not at all happy to 7 =618

Extremely happy. The task consisted of a warm-up of 4 trials that included the condition’s619
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endpoints, followed by the experimental block of 19 trials.620

As in Experiment 1, participants were requested to indicate gender, age, level of educa-621

tion, nationality, hours per week worked for pay, and yearly income in thousands of USD. A622

box was provided for comments.623

3.1.3 Participants624

Participants were 561 students at California State University, Fullerton, who served as one625

option toward an assignment in lower division psychology and 46 who had been recruited626

from Reddit, as in Experiment 1. There were 107 participants whose data patterns were627

unusual (see Experiment 1), including 20 of 46 recruited from Reddit. As in Experiment 1,628

the unusual data were analyzed separately, leaving 500 in the main group. Of the 500 in629

the main group 137, 126, 118, and 119 were in conditions R2652, R2670, R4052, and R4070,630

respectively. The median age was 19 years; 154 identified as male (31%), 337 female, and 9631

did not indicate gender. Only 30 of the 561 students (5%) reported working full time.632

Upon acceptance of this paper, data will be available in anonymous form from the archive633

at the following url: http://psych.fullerton.edu/mbirnbaum/archive.htm634

3.2 Results and Discussion of Experiment 2635

Figure 5 shows mean judgments of satisfaction for the 13 salaries common common to all636

conditions, with a separate curve for each condition, for the main group of participants.637

Condition R2652 is shown as unfilled circles connected by dashed lines. This condition has638

the lowest minimum and maximum salaries ($26K and $52K), and as predicted by RF theory,639

it has the highest judgments. The lowest curve (filled squares) is for condition R4070, which640

has the highest minimum and maximum salaries. The condition with the smallest range641

(R4052, with filled circles connected by dashed curves) has the steepest slope, and the642

condition with the greatest range (R2670, shown as unfilled squares connected by solid line)643
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Figure 5: Mean judgments as a function of salary with a separate curve for each condition
of lower and upper endpoints, for the 13 salaries common to all conditions, which held the
same ranks in all contexts.

has the smallest slope. The relative heights and slopes of the curves are compatible with644

the predictions of the simplified RF theory in Figure 4. The standard errors of the means645

in Figure 5 range from 0.09 to 0.12, so the markers in Figure 5 are slightly larger than a646

standard error in each case.647

The differences between predictions in Figure 4 and obtained mean judgments in Figure 5648

are similar to differences observed in Experiment 1 between Figures 1 and 2: First, all curves649

show lower slopes and smaller vertical gaps between the curves than do the predictions.650

Second, there is a positive acceleration to the right, as found in Experiment 1. Nevertheless,651
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Figure 6: Mean judgments in the context with endpoints of $40K and $70K are plotted
against mean judgments in the context with endpoints of $26K and $52K, with a separate
marker for each stimulus common to the two contexts. RF theory implies that the curve
should be linear, whereas EN theory implies that the curve should be concave downwards,
with a slope for the lower five points more than seven times as steep as the slope for the
upper five points.

the major trends agree with those predicted by RF theory.652

Although EN theory allows that endpoints affect the judgments, it does not correctly653

describe these results. According to that theory, each endpoint should only affect judgments654

of salaries that are on the same side of the mean as the endpoint. However, the two curves655

in Figure 5 with filled symbols (R4052 and R4070, which have the same lower endpoint,656

$40K, and different upper endpoints) show that the entire curve for R4052 is above that of657
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R4070, even for stimuli below the mean, and that the gap between the curves increases to658

the right, as in Figure 4. Similarly, the two curves with unfilled symbols (R2652 and R2670,659

with lower endpoint of $26K and different upper endpoints) also show similar divergence to660

the right without any discontinuity across the mean.661

The two curves with circles (R2652 and R4052, with upper endpoint of $52K) converge662

to the right and show no change as they cross the mean, as do the two curves with squares663

(R2670 and R4070), which share upper endpoint of $70K. Thus, the effect of an endpoint664

does not seem to be limited to stimuli on the same side of the mean, as implied by EN theory,665

but instead each endpoint affects the entire curve, as implied by RF theory.666

Figure 6 plots the judgments from Context R4070 against those from R2652 with a sep-667

arate marker for each of the 13 common stimuli. RF theory implies that judgments of the668

same stimuli holding the same ranks in contexts differing in endpoints should be linearly re-669

lated to each other (Birnbaum, 1974), whereas EN theory implies that the judgments should670

not be linear across the whole range. The line in Figure 6 is the least-squares regression671

line, showing that the mean judgments (markers) fall close to linearity. EN theory implies672

that this curve should have been the greatest departure from linearity and should have been673

concave downwards, with the lowest five points having a slope more than seven times greater674

than the slope for the highest five points. Similar graphs (not shown) for the data between675

other pairs of contexts also appeared linear, compatible with RF theory, showing no evidence676

of nonlinearity implied by EN theory.677

Because endpoints affect the standard deviation of a distribution, the changes in slope in678

Figure 5 are qualitatively compatible with CR and ID theories. However, the curve for R4052679

in Figure 5 does not cross the other three curves, contrary to predictions of these theories if680

objective values of the means and standard deviations are used to calculate predictions. This681

curve (R4052) also showed no evidence of the slight S-shape predicted by ID theory when682

plotted against R2670. These quantitative discrepancies of CR and ID might be remedied by683
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Table 2: Compatibility of the Results with Theories of Contextual Effects

Abbrev Theory Double Cross Endpoints

AL Adaptation Level No No

CR Correlation-Regression No Yes

ID Inferred Distribution No Yes

EN Ensemble No partial

DbS Decision by Sampling Yes No

RF Range-Frequency Yes Yes

fitting other functions for u(x) and by allowing subjective evaluations of means and standard684

deviations.685

Because the ranks of the stimuli are the same in all four contexts, DbS does not provide686

any explicit explanation for the changes in slope in Figure 5 due to changes in the endpoints.687

The changes in slope (including crossover of R4052 and R2670) in Figure 5 are not consistent688

with AL theory, which implies that the curves should have been parallel.689

4 Discussion690

Experiment 1 found that judgments of salary satisfaction can show a double crossover when691

the stimuli are spaced to form cubic distributions. This finding shows that participants692

respond to more than just the mean, standard deviation, and endpoints of the distribution693

but instead show that differences in response are proportional to differences in rank. Exper-694

iment 2 found that that ratings of salary satisfaction do not depend entirely on ranks but695

also depend on the minimum and maximum salaries in the experimental context.696

Table 2 summarizes the implications of the results for the six theories of contextual effects697

considered here. Each "Yes" or "No" in the column under "Double Cross" indicates a theory698
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that can or cannot account for the double crossover observed in Experiment 1 (Figure 2).699

Only DbS and RF theories account for this result from Experiment 1.700

Similarly, theories that can or cannot account for effects of endpoints in Experiment 2701

(Figure 5) are noted with "Yes" or "No" in the column labeled "Endpoints". The term702

"partial" for EN in this column indicates that although EN implies effects of endpoints, it703

is only partially consistent with the results because it implies that the endpoint affects only704

judgments of salaries on the same side of the mean, whereas the data show that each endpoint705

affects judgments of all salaries. There was no evidence of discontinuities or changes in slope706

at the mean implied by EN theory. The results have the main properties of the predictions707

of the simplified RF theory, used to calculate predictions in Figures 1 and 4. The only theory708

in Table 2 qualitatively compatible with the results of both experiments is RF theory.709

4.1 Estimating the Effective Context710

If RF theory is assumed, and if we can assume the shape of the u(x) function or estimate it711

from an independent method such as judgments of "differences" (Birnbaum, 1982; Rose &712

Birnbaum, 1975), RF theory can be used to estimate the effective context using the method713

of Equation 9.11 The effective context is assumed to reflect a combination of experimental,714

background, and residual (or prior) contexts. Because the Web (Reddit) recruits in Experi-715

ment 1 had a wide range of income levels, we were able to estimate the effective contexts in716

for groups differing in income. Those who have higher full-time incomes rate salaries lower717

than do those with lower incomes. It was possible to fit the mean judgments by groups of718

people with different incomes (Figure 3) using RF theory with the assumption that effec-719

tive contexts can be approximated as beta distributions with different endpoints and shape720

11Quotation marks are used to distinguish instructions to judge "differences" and "ratios" or judgments
obtained with such instructions from mathematical models used to represent such data or theoretical state-
ments about mathematical differences and ratios. For example, when people are instructed to judge "ratios"
of subjective magnitude, they might actually evaluate subjective differences in sensation.
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parameters for groups who earn different incomes.721

4.2 Representing Contextual Distributions722

In DbS and in ID theories, memory and inference processes are assumed to create what we723

call here the effective context. In DbS, it is assumed that people sample from instances724

stored in memory to construct a ranking that determines the evaluation of each stimulus,725

and in ID, a ranking is induced by inference of a normal distribution from memories of the726

mean and endpoints of the context. The problems for these two models is that each of them727

makes a simplifying assumption that is contradicted by the data of one of the experiments.728

Instead of assuming that people retain only a ranking (that does not reflect the endpoints)729

or infer a normal distribution from mean and endpoints (which oversimplifies the ranking),730

RF theory holds that the effective context retains both a metric scale of the stimuli relative731

to the endpoints and a relative frequency representation.732

The idea of EN theory is that people represent distributions by an ensemble of estimates733

of statistics of the distribution and that they do not retain details about its shape that are734

not preserved by those summary statistics. This EN theory is based on findings that people735

can estimate the mean and endpoints of values that they have experienced. However, because736

people can estimate certain statistics of a distribution does not rule out the idea that they737

retain other information about the distribution that is not retained in those statistics.738

Mellers, Richards, and Birnbaum (1992) asked people to estimate probability distribu-739

tions of how much they would like people described by adjectives. Similarly, Ronayne and740

Brown (2017) elicited distributions of options available in a market for multiattribute goods.741

From these studies and others, it seems that people are capable of reporting distribution742

information directly, and it does not appear necessary to assume that people only retain743

information about a limited set of statistics. It would be interesting to compare estimated744

effective distributions (e.g., using the techniques of Equation 9) with those that might be745
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elicited by such direct methods.746

4.3 Combining Distributions747

How do prior contexts and experimental contexts combine to produce the effective context?748

In Mellers, et al. (1992), participants were asked to imagine hypothetical people described749

by single adjectives or by adjective combinations and to estimate the probabilities that750

the people would have various degrees of likeableness. The question addressed was, how751

does the distribution of a combination of adjectives relate to the separate distributions of752

individual adjectives that were combined to describe a person? Three different models of753

how distributions combine were evaluated in that study.754

A similar technique to that in Mellers, et al. (1992) might be employed to investigate755

models of how experimental and prior contexts combine to produce the effective context.756

Participants in different randomly assigned conditions might be asked to estimate salaries757

that would be judged to be rated as 1, 2, 3, etc. either before or after being exposed to758

experimental contexts such as used in this study. One might estimate the effective context759

using a uniform experimental distribution, for example, followed by presentation of a skewed760

experimental distribution, and measure the effective context again, in order to ascertain how761

the effective context responds to a changing distribution of stimuli.762

4.4 Using RF theory to estimate psychophysical function763

In Birnbaum’s (1974) version of RF theory, the range function of RF theory is interpreted764

as a context-free psychophysical function. By manipulating the frequency distribution while765

holding endpoints fixed, one can estimate this psychophysical function from the data and766

test if this estimate is indeed independent of context.767

The estimated psychophysical function for numbers from Birnbaum (1974) agreed with768
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estimates from the subtractive theory of judgments of "ratios" and "differences" of numbers,769

presented as pairs in a factorial design (Rose & Birnbaum, 1975), who fit the model,770

D(x, y) = J [u(x)− u(y)] (10)

where D(x, y) is the predicted judgment of "difference" between stimuli x and y; u(x) is771

the psychophysical function of x; J is a strictly increasing monotonic function that can be772

estimated from the data to reproduce the rank order of judgments of "differences." If x and773

y are spaced properly, one can define a scale in which the intervals of u(x) are constrained;774

in the limit, u(x) forms an interval scale (Krantz, Luce, Suppes, & Tversky, 1971).775

The function, u(x), estimated from the subtractive model of "differences" (Equation 9)776

in Rose and Birnbaum (1975) was found to be linearly related to the other estimated u(x)777

function, estimated from RF theory applied to judgments in Birnbaum (1974). These two778

estimates were also in fair agreement with psychophysical functions estimated using other779

techniques (Rule & Curtis, 1973; Schneider, Parker, Ostrosky, Stein, & Kanow (1974).780

In the present studies, we did not estimate u(x) from the data; instead, we assumed for781

simplicity that u(x) = x for the (relatively small) range of salaries used here. Given the782

experimental designs used here, and given the large individual differences in prior contexts783

(as evidenced in Figure 3), we did not consider our study to be sufficient to isolate and784

identify the psychophysical function separate from the effective context. For that purpose,785

it would have been useful to have obtained an independent estimate of the u(x) function for786

the same individuals by another technique such as "difference" judgments.787

4.5 DbS and Psychophysics788

A thesis of DbS (Stewart, et al., 2006) is that people do not represent subjective values789

of stimuli on a ratio or interval scale, but only on an ordinal scale in which stimuli can790
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be ranked but not evaluated for higher metric properties such as ratios or differences. A791

problem for this thesis is that it fails to account for findings that are consistent with the792

use of two operations on a common scale. The agreement between psychophysical scales793

obtained from matrices of data involving different tasks and models using only the ordinal794

information in the data is called "scale convergence" in this literature; and there is a body795

of evidence showing scale convergence (Birnbaum, 1982; Birnbaum & Sutton, 1992).796

In particular, judgments of "ratios of differences" and "differences of differences" show797

two different, appropriately interrelated rank orders that agree with algebraic ratios and798

differences on a common scale of intervals (Birnbaum, 1982; Birnbaum, Anderson, & Hynan,799

1989; Hagerty & Birnbaum, 1978; Veit, 1978). These studies observed the appropriate800

ordinal constraints indicating that it is possible to construct a ratio scale of intervals. In801

other words, evidence is consistent with the proposition that people can compare magnitudes802

by a metric process rather than merely an ordinal one.803

One might theorize that when comparing stimuli, people sample a distribution of stimuli,804

rank them, and then can compute the differences in ranks between them and can judge both805

ratios and differences of intervals in rank. But this complex interpretation seems to contradict806

the original assumption that people can only rank stimuli and do not judge quantitative807

relationships among them. It could be tested by randomly assigning babies to different808

environments in which stimuli are presented with different frequency distributions, which809

should result in different estimated psychophysical functions from "difference" judgments.810

It seems unlikely that this long-term developmental study will be done in the near future, but811

short-term studies have found evidence consistent with the proposition that psychophysical812

functions estimated from judgments of "differences" may be independent of context, as813

described in the next section.814
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4.6 Loci of Contextual Effects815

Birnbaum (1982) theorized that contextual effects might operate at the level of the psy-816

chophysical function or at the level of the judgment function– the transformation between817

integrated impressions and overt responses–or both. Mellers and Birnbaum (1982) tested818

these theories with judgments of single stimuli presented in different distributions and with819

judgments of "differences" between pairs of stimuli spaced in the same contexts. They found820

that judgments of "differences" between pairs of stimuli are not monotonically related to dif-821

ferences in judgment between the stimuli. They concluded that when stimuli are presented822

for single judgments, responses depend on contexts produced by spacing of the stimuli as823

would be expected from RF theory; however, when the same stimuli in the same spacings824

are presented in pairs for "difference" judgments, the rank order of "difference" judgments825

appears to be independent of stimulus spacing. Thus, contextual effects in these studies826

could be attributed to the judgment function that relates responses to subjective values.827

Mellers and Birnbaum (1982) thus concluded that when comparing stimuli within the same828

modality, contextual effects operate at the level of the response function, and the estimated829

psychophysical functions were apparently independent of how the stimuli were spaced. The830

rank order of "difference" judgments did not differ systematically between contexts, even831

though the rank order of response differences did differ between contexts. See also Mellers832

and Birnbaum (1983).833

However, Mellers and Birnbaum (1982) also tested cross modality comparisons in which834

stimuli from two different modalities were compared; in this case, they concluded that con-835

textual effects operate before stimuli are compared. They theorized that in order to compare836

the darkness of a dot pattern with the size of a circle, for example, people compare darkness837

to other levels of darkness and compare size of the circle to other circles, and then compare838

the two relative positions to each other.839
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4.7 Happiness840

According to AL theory, one cannot escape a "hedonic treadmill" because the sum of de-841

viations about the mean is zero (Parducci, 1968, 1995; Edwards, 2018). If one has a good842

experience, it raises the mean, which lowers judgments of experiences that were once plea-843

surable. Mark Twain (1898) wrote, "Every man is a suffering-machine and a happiness-844

machine combined. The two functions work together harmoniously, with a fine and delicate845

precision, on the give-and-take principle. For every happiness turned out in the one depart-846

ment the other stands ready to modify it with a sorrow or a pain ... Sometimes for an hour’s847

happiness a man’s machinery makes him pay years of misery. "848

In contrast with the hedonic treadmill implied by AL, RF theory (Parducci, 1968, 1995;849

2011) provides a solution to escape the treadmill, because in RF theory, the neutral point is850

between the midpoint (range) and the median (frequency). According to RF theory, "Hap-851

piness is a negatively skewed distribution," because in such a distribution, most experiences852

will fall above this neutral value (Wedell & Parducci, 1988). Consistent with this theory,853

Parducci (2011) and Tripp and Brown (2016) found that the average rating of satisfaction854

with payments in a negatively skewed distribution was indeed higher than the mean rating855

of satisfaction in a positively skewed distribution with the same mean payment.856

A counter-intuitive implication of RF theory is that if one has an opportunity for a rare857

and wonderful experience that can be enjoyed but once in life, one should avoid it, lest858

it extend one’s range upwards and thereby lower the hedonic experiences of everyday life.859

Instead, one should strive for a life in which the best, if modest, experiences are available860

consistently and the worst experiences, which are unavoidable, occur only rarely (Parducci,861

1968, 1995).862

According to our results, people would be happier with lower salaries if they are paid more863

than their co-workers compared to a situation in which they would receive higher salaries864

but receive less than others doing the same work. These conclusions are based on judgments865
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obtained between-subjects who experience different contexts. What would a person do when866

asked to choose between these two job offers: (1) a higher salary in the context of co-workers867

who are paid even more versus (2) a lower salary that is the highest among the co-workers?868

This choice problem converts the issue from comparing people who are in different isolated869

contexts to one in which both contexts are available within the same person.870

4.8 Within and Between-Ss contexts871

It has been shown that the results of between-subjects studies do not always agree with872

findings of within-subjects studies. For example, when people are randomly assigned to873

conditions, the number 9 can be judged to be a "bigger" number than 221 when they are874

rated by different groups of people but not when both numbers are judged by the same875

people (Birnbaum, 1982, 1999). There are other situations in which both between- and876

within-subjects experiments give similar results (Birnbaum, 2008). It seems of interest to877

determine if salary satisfaction is an area where people can imagine how they would feel in878

different contexts to make reasonable choices for their own happiness.879

In many studies and in Experiments 1 and 2, context has been manipulated between880

subjects to avoid the possibility that contexts might combine and their effects thereby cancel.881

Nevertheless, this salary satisfaction paradigm is one in which it seems that participants can882

imagine different scenarios and evaluate how happy they would be in those scenarios to883

receive hypothetical salaries in different distributions. We are currently evaluating simple884

cases within-Ss.885
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AL Adaptation Level Helson (1947, 1965)

CR Correlation-Regression Johnson & Mullally (1969)

ID Inferred Distribution Wort, Walasek, & Brown (2022)

EN Ensemble Putnam-Farr & Morewedge (2021)

DbS Decision by Sampling Stewart, Chater, & Brown (2006)

RF Range-Frequency Parducci (1965, 1995)
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